
‘High Power’ body language (top row)
Versus

‘Low Power’ body language (bottom row)
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COMMUNICATION: 
IT ’S  MORE THAN WORDS

Communication is a two-way process of reaching mutual understanding, in which participants 
not only exchange information, news, ideas and feelings but also create and share meaning. In 

general, communication is a way for people to connect.

FACIAL 
EXPRESSIONS 

AND EMOTIONS
Research has  

classified six basic 
facial expressions that 

correspond  
with universally  

recognised emotions.

Language
Tone of voice
Respirations   

(sighs, gasps, ums, ahhs etc)
Volume

Pitch

VERBAL

COMMU NICATION IS  BOTH:

Tips for using the 
Power Pose

1. Fake it ‘til you become it’
2. Power pose anywhere to lift your 

energy
3. Power pose before a 

presentation to get fired up 
4. If you default to low power 

poses, correct yourself
5. HOLD YOUR OWN! Don’t let 

other people determine your 
body language

Facial expresions
Eye contact

Body language
Gestures

Touch

NON-VERBAL

We need to remember that people don’t always interpret 
things the same way we do. The way we have been brought 

up and our cultural background will determine how we 
communicate and perceive messages from others.

BODY LANGUAGE AND THE ‘POWER POSE’
Body language affects how others see us, but it may also change how we see ourselves. Social psychologist Amy Cuddy 
argues that ‘power posing’ — standing in a posture of confidence, even when we don’t feel confident — can boost 
feelings of confidence, and might have an impact on our chances for success. 

Practise power posing so that it feels more and more 
natural every time!

SAMPLE



A SSERTIVENESS AND 
‘COU RAGEOUS 

CONVERSATIONS’

Some people mistake assertiveness for being ‘too forward’ or ‘too direct’ or sometimes ‘aggression’. 

Assertiveness isn’t about getting your way. It isn’t about taking away other people’s rights. It’s about insight, courage, honesty, and 
respecting boundaries. 

The rights of both parties are considered in assertive communication. If you have to ‘sell yourself out’ to please someone else, this 
isn’t assertiveness. If you are being deliberately evasive or difficult, this isn’t assertive communication either.

Being assertive means you’re kind of like a palm tree – firm but flexible enough to bend in even the most craziest of winds.

REFLECTION

1. What’s your ‘default’ communication style?

2. What about when you’re pushed, challenged, scared or annoyed?

3. Have you ever had a courageous conversation? How did it go?

4. With whom do you need to have this kind of conversation and why? 

Too nice
Manipulate, ie. ‘guilt trips’

Feel powerless
Hold latent hostility

Low self-esteem
Lack of eye contact
Submissive posture

‘ D O O R  M AT ’

Avoid confrontation
Insincere

Indirect eg. sarcasm or subtle smirks
Manipulative

Want to ‘get even’
Feel powerless

Facial expressions seem forced

‘ S LY F OX ’

THE FOUR 
COMMUNICATION 

STYLES
Arrogant and hostile

Blame, criticise and attack
Self-absorbed

Dominant
Need power

Loud voice and overbearing posture

‘ T I C K I N G  T I M E B O M B ’ 

Self-aware and confident
Listen well and speak calmly

Set clear boundaries
Emotionally intelligent

Make eye contact
Have a relaxed posture

‘ P E AC E F U L WA R R I O R ’

Tips for ‘courageous conversations’
1. Be prepared to be fully present in the conversation and nowhere else.
2. Slow things down, and allow for some breathing space. Pausing to think is fine!
3. Listen as though you can’t reply so you’re not obsessing about how you’ll reply.
4. A courageous conversation is a search for the truth, not an aggressive confrontation.
5. Seek to understand and ask questions like: ‘Can you tell me why you decided to do 

it that way?’

PASSIVE
‘I LOSE, YOU WIN’

AGGRESSIVE
‘I WIN, YOU LOSE’

PASSIVE-AGGRESSIVE
‘I LOSE, YOU LOSE’

ASSERTIVE
‘I WIN, YOU WIN’

20 SECONDS OF COURAGE IS ALL IT TAKES TO CHANGE THE OUTCOME.

SAMPLE



U SING 
POSITIVE 

LANGUAGE:  
R EFRAMING

Michael Michalko, in Creative Thinkering says: “By changing your language and speaking patterns 
in a positive way...you guarantee a feeling of optimism and real output in performance. What you 
say affects how you feel. How you feel affects how you think, and vice versa. All language, feelings, 
and thoughts interact with each other, and the entire accumulation of those influences creates your 
output and behavior.” 

Michalko suggests that part of the Ritz-Carlton’s success is because of the way employees frame 
conversation positively. For example, instead of ‘No problem’, employees use ‘It’s a pleasure’. 
Language means we can evoke certain mental states just by framing our interactions and 
conversations the right way.

Language has a distinct effect on the way we think and communicate our understandings. 
Developing particular language patterns help shape our personalities and can reinforce mindsets. 

As an example, Michalko points out that if we use words such as ‘must’, ‘should’, and ‘ought to’ we are 
creating a mindset that is characterised by force, pressure and obligation. If we use words like ‘can’t’, 
‘couldn’t’ or ‘it’s impossible’, we are creating a world of helplessness, hopelessness and negativity. 

Instead, he suggests we adopt a mindset that sees possibilities and use words like ‘can’, ‘will’, 
‘could’ and ‘want to’. These words have a distinctly positive effect and open us up to opportunities, 
rather than close our minds or reinforce our fears or lack of confidence.

When engaging in self-talk, we need to think about reframing – do we want to feel pressure, 
succumb to helplessness, or welcome possibilities and change?

1 M Michalko, Creative Thinkering, New World Library, Novato, California, 2011. 
2 ibid.

“What you say affects how you feel, and what you feel affects how you think.”

We have what’s called a ‘Negativity Bias’. It means we are more likely 
to see what we don’t have, what we can’t do and the mistakes we’ve 

made. This is why positive reframing is essential for habit forming.

• Negative bias is the brain’s ‘defence mechanism’ (it needs this to sense danger) 
• The brain reacts more strongly to the negative (eg. a dead cat over a nice tree)
• Negative stimuli, even if they’re past memories, will get more attention 
• We learn faster from pain than pleasure (eg. knowing ‘a lion bites’ is more 

useful than ‘flowers are pretty’)
• Challenging and reframing negativity is good as it keeps the brain active 

NE
GA

TIVITY BIAS

 

Leads to feelings of force, 
pressure and obligation

Leads to feelings of helplessness,  
hopelessness and negativity

Leads to feelings of positivity, 
possibility and opportunity

INSTEAD, USE...
Can
Wil l
Could and Want

AND DONT USE...
Can’t
Couldn’t
I t ’s  impossible

DONT USE...
Must
Should
Ought to

“Neurons that fire together, wire together.”

SAMPLE
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